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Standard Banner v1 300x250 
WE AGREE - :15 Banner

01. Open on first portrait image with headline

05. Paper slides in from the right to cover frame 06. Headline, body copy, CTA, etc build into frame

02. 2nd portrait image fades in 03. 3rd portrait image fades in
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Standard Banner v2 300x250 
WE AGREE - :15 Banner

01. Open on first portrait image with headline

05. Paper slides in from the right to cover frame 06. Headline, body copy, CTA, etc build into frame

02. 2nd portrait image fades in 03. 3rd portrait image fades in
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Standard Banner v1 728x90
WE AGREE - :15 Banner
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Standard Banner v2 728x90
WE AGREE - :15 Banner
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Standard Banner 300x600
WE AGREE - :15 Banner

01. Open on a single image from the collage 02. Slow pan from left to right to show all the other images 03. Begin to pull back to reveal full collage 04. Headline, body copy, CTA, etc build into frame
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Rich Media 728x90 Expandable

Initial 728x90 banner unit animates in headline and resolves on end frame with CTA to expand

On expansion, the user can watch the TV spot or share tweets.
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Rich Media 300x250 Expandable

500x250 Expanded State offers tweet in-banner
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BBC 300x1050 Expandable

Expanded State also allows downloads for sharing on Facebookinitial State offers tweet in-banner
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Sidekick 300x600 Expandable

Expanded State also allows downloads for sharing on Facebookinitial State offers tweet in-banner
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Atlantic Takeover
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MSNBC Billboard 970x250

Banner displays Zooppa contest videos. Users can scroll through thumbnails to select and play videos in the banner unit.
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Washington Post Portrait Unit

Banner will display articles related to AIDS pulled from content on the Washington Post
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Quartz Tablet Unit

This unit lives as an ad displayed on tablets in-between 
scrollable content.
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
Initial Animation

CLICK TO SEE EXAMPLE DEMO OF UNIT: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/demo/61/homepage.html

Final frame with CTA to Expand. 
(The expanded unit is displayed on the following page)

When arriving on the page, this unit features an animated 300x250 banner, then gives a 5 second preview 
display of the expanded state to enticing users to engage with the unit.
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
Expanded State
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
Expanded State with Annotations

TV spot video player
On rollover, the TV spot will auto-play for a 
few seconds and box will expand a bit. User 
clicks the box to play the TV spot in full.

Image slideshow
User clicks the left and right arrows to scroll 
through all the portraits from the print 
collage.

Facebook Assets
This box is static. User clicks CTA to download image 
and can upload to Facebook independently.

Zooppa Assets
Chevron will choose best video submissions to 
populate this box. Video will auto-play for a few 
second on rollover and box will expand. User 
clicks to play the full video and will have the 
option to watch all videos on the landing page.

Twitter Assets
Twitter field scrolls through 4-5 canned tweets 
automatically. User clicks “TWEET” button and a 
Twitter sign-in overlay appears. Once user signs 
in, their Twitter field will be pre-populated with 
the message they selected in-banner.
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
TV spot - Expanded State

When users rollover each of the modules, they can expand as needed to offer more real estate.
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
Portrait Imagery Expanded state

When users rollover each of the modules, they can expand as needed to offer more real estate.
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NY Times Assets Page Quilt
Zoopa Videos Expanded state

When users rollover each of the modules, they can expand as needed to offer more real estate.
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YouTube Masthead 970x250
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YouTube Masthead 970x250
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YouTube Masthead 970x250

f12
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YouTube Trailer Masthead 970x250


